In this paper, we propose a protocol for multicast communication called Multicast Datagram Transfer Protocol (MDTP) to provide multicast for video broadcasting service on the Internet. MDTP is a oneto-many multicast communication protocol, which is constructed based on IPv4 unicast protocol by utilizing IP Router Alert Option, and it uses unicast addressing and unicast routing protocol. A mechanism is presented to allow a router to remove identical video stream, to duplicate a video stream, and to forward each copy of the duplicated video stream to its destinations. Ordinary IP routers that do not support MDTP will treat the MDTP packets as normal unicast packets. Hence, gradual deployment is possible without tunneling technique. With a delegation mechanism, MDTP router is also able to handle request from clients, and serve the requested video stream. The simulation results show that the average bandwidth usage of MDTP is close to the average bandwidth usage of IP multicast. MDTP also has greater efficiency than XCAST, and its efficiency becomes significant for a large number of clients.
Introduction
Many Internet sites and applications now provide video broadcasting service. It is a video delivery service where the video server transmits the same video packets to all clients simultaneously. The service can be a live video broadcasting service, such as live sports video service, remotely accessible web-camera service, and Internet messenger service which has capability to send images from a camera to the conversation partners, or a recorded video broadcasting service, such as scheduled movie theatre service on the Internet. Because those services have to send out high rate data to many users for relatively long time duration, making one connection from the video server to each user in order to deliver the video data will waste the server and network bandwidth. Therefore, multicast must be added into the delivery system.
Multicast communication system can be built at the ap- plication layer or network layer. In this paper, we consider the network layer multicast communication system for IPv4 network. IP multicast [1] is the first implementation of network layer protocol for doing multicast. It uses a concept of multicast group that is almost totally different with the conventional unicast concept. It has been extensively investigated and implemented on restricted networks. However, IP multicast is slowly deployed on the Internet due to some issues, such as multicast address allocation, support for firewall, the complexity of inter-domain routing, accounting, state maintenance, and establishing multicast tunnel. Problems on IP multicast deployment had motivated researchers to introduce Explicit Multicast (XCAST) [2] . In XCAST, a packet has to carry a list of destination addresses in its header. Routers that support XCAST along the way the packet travels on will duplicate the packet payload and split the packet header according to the destination addresses listed in the header. XCAST uses unicast addressing and unicast routing protocol that are the main framework of the current Internet. However, the size of the XCAST packet header will grow when the number of users is increased. Consequently, XCAST is not suitable for video broadcasting, which may have a large number of users.
To overcome those problems, we propose a new protocol that is called Multicast Datagram Transfer Protocol (MDTP). MDTP is a one-to-many multicast communication protocol, which is constructed based on IPv4 unicast protocol by utilizing IP Router Alert Option [3] , and it uses unicast addressing and unicast routing protocol. MDTP allows a server to transmit only one data stream to the network and then routers that support MDTP or simply MDTP routers are responsible to duplicate and forward MDTP packets to the clients. The MDTP routers have to maintain a table that lists the destination addresses for duplication and routing decision. MDTP routers are even able to to handle request from clients and serve them with the requested stream.
The average bandwidth usage of MDTP at the server side is compared to the bandwidth usage of IP multicast and XCAST by simulation. The simulation results show that the average bandwidth usage of MDTP is close to the average bandwidth usage of IP multicast. When the number of clients at a time is larger than the number of addresses that is allowed to be written in the XCAST packet, MDTP has a great advantage over XCAST where the average bandwidth usage of XCAST will be doubled while the increase of the average bandwidth usage of MDTP is not significant. So,
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MDTP can be applied to arbitrary size of multicast group.
We also propose a delegation mechanism to be used in MDTP. With this mechanism, the average bandwidth usage of MDTP can be made lower than the average bandwidth usage of MDTP that does not use the delegation mechanism. In addition, the average bandwidth usage of MDTP even can have the same trend as the average bandwidth usage of IP multicast.
The organization of the paper is as the following. Section 2 describes the concept and the issues of IP multicast and XCAST protocols. Section 3 explains the basic concept of MDTP, including the MDTP packet composition, and the processing mechanism at MDTP router. Section 4 shows the performance evaluation of MDTP on the average bandwidth usage. Section 5 draws our conclusions.
Multicast Protocols
IP multicast introduces a concept of multicast group. A multicast group is associated with a multicast communication session among hosts. Each multicast group has an identity taken from one of the class-D IP addresses. To receive data from a multicast group, a host has to become a member of that group. Once host joins the group, it receives all data sent to the group address. A host can send data to a multicast group by sending data to the multicast address of that group. It is not necessary for a sender to become a member of the multicast group.
The data can be delivered from a sender to receivers through three-tier structure of multicast routing: host-toedge router mechanism, intra-domain routing, and interdomain routing [4] . This structure is depicted on Fig. 1 . Edge router is a router where end hosts are attached. Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) [5] handles communication between client and edge router. According to [6] , current implementation of intra-domain routing is based on Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP) [7] , Multicast Extensions to OSPF (MOSPF) [8] , and ProtocolIndependent Multicast Sparse Mode (PIM-SM) [9] , while the inter-domain routing is based on Multicast Source Discovery Protocol (MSDP) [10] or Multicast Border Gateway Protocol (MBGP) [11] .
Commercial routers in recent years implement IP multicast and its routing protocol. However, IP multicast is slowly deployed by Internet Service Providers. From the discussions in [2] , [6] , [12] , [13] , we summarize six main problems that resist IP multicast deployment: To overcome those issues, a protocol named Explicit Multicast (XCAST) was proposed. This protocol tries to solve the issues above by using unicast protocol to deliver multicast service. XCAST does not need multicast address and multicast routing protocol. It uses unicast addressing, which makes use of the existing unicast routing protocol. In XCAST, source encodes the list of addresses and optionally destination port numbers in the XCAST packet. So, source knows the members of the multicast group, which in turn allows the source to control the security and accounting easily. Router also does not need to maintain the state of multicast connection.
XCAST works by carrying a concatenation of destination addresses and optionally destination port numbers in each XCAST packet. Each router along the way to destinations parses the header, partitions the destinations based on each destination's next hop, and forwards a packet with an appropriate XCAST header to each of the next hops. When there is only one destination left, the XCAST packet can be converted into a normal unicast packet, which can be sent in unicast way along the remainder of the route. Figure 2 shows an example of how XCAST works. On the figure, sender S wants to send a packet destined to C 1 , C 2 and C 3 . Sender S encapsulates the payload into an XCAST packet with the destination addresses and destination port numbers of C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 that are written in the XCAST packet header. Routers R 2 and R 5 will duplicate the XCAST packet and partition the list of destination addresses. At the final destinations, the XCAST packets will be received as normal unicast packets.
XCAST is now being investigated and testbed network on IPv6 environment was built by research groups in Japan and Korea [14] . XCAST can be used for video conferencing and other type of private video streaming. However, XCAST is not suitable for video broadcasting service that potentially has a large number of users because the length of XCAST packet header will increase when the number of clients increases. Hence, in order to support a large number of users, XCAST source must send multiple identical video streams, where each stream contains different list of destination addresses. The other issue is XCAST needs tunneling for gradual deployment, like IP multicast. Therefore, XCAST may have the same problem as IP multicast on establishing the tunnel.
Therefore, in order to implement multicast for video broadcasting service on the Internet successfully, an alternative protocol is needed, where the protocol must be able to:
(a) do multicast without facing the issues on inter-domain routing, firewall support, and the capability to do accounting. (b) route multicast packets without tunneling, which will allow the protocol to be deployed gradually. (c) deliver video to a large number of clients where the bandwidth usage of the server will not increase significantly when the number of clients increases.
Multicast Datagram Transfer Protocol

Basic Concept
MDTP is intended to support video broadcasting service on IPv4 network, where the video server sends the same packet at the same time to its clients. So, for every incoming request, the server will serve the request by transmitting the video data from the position which is also being transmitted to other clients.
To avoid the issues on inter-domain routing, firewall support, and accounting, unicast protocol is used. We design a mechanism where every conversation must be a point-topoint communication process. The mechanism is illustrated on Fig. 3 . The figure shows a server s, MDTP router m, conventional routers r 1 and r 2 , and clients c 1 and c 2 . There also exist two types of packets that are exchanged among s, To enable MDTP router to detect identical MDTP data stream, IP Router Alert Option is put in the MDTP packets. This Option is one of the IP Options defined by The Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) [3] . It allows deployment of new routing functionality without having to reinvent all of the basic routing protocol functions, greatly reducing specification and implementation complexity. This option provides a mechanism whereby routers can intercept packets not addressed to them directly, without incurring any significant performance penalty. The detail mechanism on how MDTP router knows that two identical streams are flowing through it, including its termination mechanism, will be explained in Sect. 3.3.
The advantage of using IP Option is that the conven-tional router will treat MDTP packet as normal unicast packet, which will be forwarded according to the address contained in the packet. Therefore, tunneling technique is not required to deliver MDTP packet when conventional routers exist along the delivery path of the MDTP packet. Because the MDTP router is able to duplicate the MDTP packets, server only needs to send one video stream, disregarding the number of clients. The size of the packet header also can be fixed. Therefore, the bandwidth usage of the server will not increase when the number of clients increases.
In case the server sends multiple different video stream, MDTP uses source port number information from the transport header to distinguish the streams. MDTP router will handle each stream as different MDTP data stream, although they come from the same server. MDTP router also uses destination port number information from the transport header to distinguish the destination of each stream when the clients are behind a firewall or proxy server, where the addresses of the clients are mapped into the address of the proxy server.
MDTP Packet Composition
To realize the MDTP mechanism above, adequate information is required to be written in the transmitted MDTP request packet and MDTP data packet. Both MDTP request packet and MDTP data packet have the same header format. Figure 5 depicts the MDTP packet composition. The packet is composed of IP header, MDTP header, transport layer header, and its payload, like video and request information. At the transport layer, MDTP data packet uses UDP, which is a common transport protocol for video transmission. Meanwhile, MDTP request packet uses TCP at the transport layer to ensure the reliability.
In the IP header, the protocol field is set to the protocol number of MDTP. IP Router Alert Option is also added into the IP Option field of the IP header. Figure 6 (a) shows gen- eral IP option header fields. In order to use IP Router Alert, those fields are set with values shown in Fig. 6(b) [3] .
MDTP header is placed between IP header and transport layer protocol's header. Figure 7 shows Each type of MDTP packet carries different payload. We summarize the payload of each type of MDTP packet on Table 2 . The description of the terms used in the table, such as server address, server port number, and so on, will be explained in Sect. 3.3.
Multicast Mechanism
MDTP defines three types of network nodes: server, client, and MDTP router. Server is the original source of MDTP data packets, and client is the final destination of the MDTP data packets. The node that sends MDTP data packets is called sender node, and the node that receives MDTP data packets is called destination node. The address of the sender node will be written in the packet as the source address of the packet, and the address of the destination node will be written in the packet as the destination address of the packet. If we take Fig. 4 as an example, s is the server node, and c 1 and c 2 are clients nodes. Node s sees m as its destination node and m sees s as its sender node. In the MDTP packets sent from s to m, the source address of the packet is s, the server address is also s, and the destination address is m. In the figure, m sees c 1 its destination node and c 1 sees m as its sender node. So, in the MDTP packets from m to c 1 , the source address of the packet is m, the server address is still s, and the destination address is c 1 . The same mechanism is also applied to the MDTP packets from m to c 2 .
To enable multicast, a multicast To simplify the writing, we define origin address as the pair of the value of server address and source port number, and target address as the pair of the value of destination address and destination port number. The video delivery must be initiated by a client. The client requests for a video stream to a server by sending out MDTP(1) packet. Server will receive this packet and then sends out the requested video data stream to the requesting client by using MDTP(0) packets. Here the server is also the sender of the packets. Hence, the source address of the packet is the address of the server. Meanwhile, the server address of the packet in the MDTP header is also the address of the server, and the destination address of the packet is the address of the client.
The process in MDTP router is explained based on the flowchart on Fig. 8 . When the MDTP(0) packets arrive at an MDTP router, the router recognizes IP Router Alert Option and the MDTP protocol identifier, and then checks the origin address of the packet. If the address does not exist in the multicast table, then router creates a new record and writes the value of the server address, source port number, and source address of the packet in that record.
If the origin address exists in the multicast table, then the router checks the destination address of the packet. If the destination address is the address of the router, then router writes a value 1 into the main stream status field of the table, duplicates the MDTP(0) packet, change the source address of the MDTP(0) packets to the router's address, and forward them to the addresses that are listed in the destination address field of that record.
When the origin address exists, but the destination address of the MDTP(0) packet is not the router's address, then router checks whether the target address exists in the multicast table. If the target address does not exist in the table, then identical stream is detected. The router then writes the destination address and destination port number of the packet into the destination address and destination port number fields of the table's record. The termination status value is also set into 1 to indicate that all streams from the same origin address must be terminated, and replaced with a single stream that is destined to the router's address. An MDTP(3) packet is sent to the source address to terminate the stream. After that, the router forwards the MDTP(0) packet to its destination address.
The termination status will be changed to 0 when the value of main stream status is 1 and the router does not receive MDTP(0) packet anymore that is destined to the target addresses listed in the table for a determined time interval. If the router still receive MDTP(0) packet that is destined for one of those target addresses after a time interval, like in case the MDTP(3) packet is lost, then router has to resend MDTP(3) packet again to the sender address.
The client has to send MDTP(2) packet to its sender address to terminate the MDTP data transmission. The sender node must delete the address and port number of the client from its list so that the sender node will not send any copy of the MDTP data stream to this client. In case the sender node is an MDTP router, the router checks the number of target addresses left in the record after deletion. If no more target address left in the record, then the router set the termination status value to 1 and sends out MDTP(2) packet to the sender address of that record. If the router still receive the corresponding MDTP data stream after a definite time interval, then the router has to resend MDTP(2) packet. Otherwise the record will be deleted. This termination mechanism is propagated to the next sender node until it is reached to the server.
Delegation Mechanism
In the mechanism that is explained above, MDTP router has to wait for identical multiple streams occurs before reacting to remove the unnecessary streams. That mechanism may not optimal regarding the link bandwidth that is consumed by those streams. For example, in case the server and the MDTP router are separated by a satellite link where the propagation delay is relatively high, and a large number of clients behind the router sends requests at the same time, the server has to send a large number of multiple identical streams at the same time for a time duration that is proportional to the round trip time between server and the router.
To handle this situation, MDTP offers a feature where the MDTP router is delegated by server to receive and evaluate the MDTP request packet from clients. This mechanism can be explained based on (e) Router m sends an MDTP request to server s to replace the destination address of the data stream from the address of c 1 into the address of m. Figure 10 depicts the flowchart of processing request packet from client in MDTP router. To request for video data, the client sends MDTP(1) packet to server. The payload of the packet contains the origin address and the target address of the requested MDTP data stream. The information about the origin address and the target address of the requested stream can be given by the application layer protocol. MDTP router that captures this MDTP(1) packet will check whether the origin address exists in the multicast table. If the address does not exist in the table, then router just forward it towards the server. Otherwise, router writes the destination address and destination port number, which are taken from the payload of the packet, into the destination address and destination port number fields of the table that contains the origin address' record.
After that, the router checks the value of main stream status. If the value of main stream status is not 1, then the router must set the value of termination status into 1 and sends MDTP(3) packet to the source address in order to replace the destination address of the existing MDTP(0) packets into the router's address. The MDTP process at the router then will follow the algorithm on Fig. 8 .
Although the delegation mechanism can reduce the bandwidth usage between server and MDTP router, it may produce less efficiency when it is applied to a situation where the path from client to server is different with the path from server to client. We depict Fig. 11 as an example of this case. Based on Fig. 11(a) , when delegation mechanism is used, MDTP request packet from client c 2 will be received by MDTP router m 1 . This router then sends the requested MDTP data packets to client c 2 through conventional router r. After that, router r forwards the packets to c 2 . Meanwhile, Fig. 11(b) depicts the MDTP data flow when the delegation mechanism is not applied, where the client c 2 receives the MDTP data packets from m 2 , which spends less hop count.
Delegation mechanism also has a drawback that the server cannot control hosts that are allowed to receive the video stream. Every request is handled by MDTP router. Therefore, this mechanism can be applied when authorization is not an important thing.
However, when there exist both types of MDTP routers, MDTP router with and without delegation mechanism, on the network, we can give a specific pattern in the video stream packets, e.g., by giving a special pattern to the source port number of video stream that needs an authorization from the server. For example, if the first bit of the source port number is 1, then authorization is required. So, any request for that video stream will not be captured by an MDTP router that supports delegation mechanism. The request will be delivered to the server. Therefore, both types of MDTP routers can be implemented together on the network.
System Evaluation
Multicast is required by video broadcast servers to get bandwidth saving so that they may scale their service to a large number of users. Therefore, we evaluate the bandwidth usage of MDTP, including MDTP with delegation mechanism, at the server side and compare it with IP multicast and XCAST through a simulation.
To conduct the simulation, we assume there exists only one outgoing link at server and also at least one MDTP router is placed between the server and clients. The requests from the clients arrive at the server as a Poisson process with the mean interval λ. The duration of the video transmission to each client is assumed to be exponentially distributed with mean duration µ.
In case of MDTP, the server has transient states that occur when the server receives requests for video data from clients. After receiving request, the server has to send iden- tical copy of stream to the requesting client before obtaining a request for termination from the MDTP router. Hence, the bandwidth usage will increase where the amount of bandwidth used depends on the size of the video data sent at that time and the duration T of the transient state. The length of the duration mainly depends on the round trip time of the MDTP packet between the server and MDTP router. Figure 12 illustrates an example of bandwidth increase in the transient state.
The server sends out video data, including the 8 bytes length of UDP header, at d bytes per second. We assume that the media used to transmit the video data is Ethernet where the Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) m of a standard Ethernet frame is 1500 bytes. So, we can calculate the number of packets n required to send d bytes of video data as d/(m − h) , where h is the size of network layer header, including MDTP header in case of MDTP. In case of IP multicast, h is 20 bytes. Therefore, the bandwidth B IPM required by IP multicast in bytes per second is
In MDTP, the header size h is 20+12 bytes where the additional 12 bytes is contributed by MDTP header. Therefore, the bandwidth B MDT P required by MDTP in bytes per second is
where B T is the bandwidth of temporary identical stream in the transient state. B T = 0 when using delegation mechanism.
In case of XCAST, XCAST header is put between IP header and transport header. It consists of fixed part and variable part. The size of fixed part is 12 bytes. The variable part consists of destination address, destination port number, and address bitmap. The total length of destination address field and destination port number field for one destination is 6 bytes. If the size of address bitmap of the XCAST header is negligible, and if the number of destination addresses is k, Table 3 Parameters used for the simulation on the average bandwidth usage. variable  1000  60  2  20  B  300,000  variable  60  2  20  C  300,000  1000  variable  2  50  D  300,000  1000  variable variable  20 then the value of h for XCAST is 20+12+6k bytes. However, the number of destination addresses written in the XCAST header must be limited to be less than (m−(20+12))/6. If the value of k is greater than a defined threshold, then the server must send multiple identical streams where each stream contains different list of destination addresses. Hence, the bandwidth B XCAS T required by XCAST in bytes per second is
where k is the maximum number of destinations addresses allowed in a packet, n = d/(m − (32 + 6k )), and c = k/k . We conducted some simulations with different parameters to show the performance of the protocols. Each simulation was executed 1000 times to get the average results. The values of the parameters used in the simulation are depicted on Table 3 , where d is the rate of the video data in bytes per second, τ is the mean duration of the video transmission in second, δ is the mean interval of requests arrival in second, T is the duration of transient state in second, and k is the maximum number of destination addresses allowed in a packet. In simulation A, B, and C, the value of one of the parameters is set to be variable to show the effect on the average bandwidth usage. Meanwhile, in simulation D, the values of the duration of transient state and request interval are set to be variable to show the effect of the duration of transient state to the average bandwidth usage of MDTP. Figure 13 , Fig. 14, and Fig. 15 show the results of simulation A, B, and C, respectively, while Fig. 16 shows the result for simulation D. Figure 13 shows the simulation result of the average bandwidth usage for various video data rate. The average number of clients N being handled at a time is the same for all protocols. The figure shows that the bandwidth usage increase linearly as the video data rate is increased for all protocols. The average bandwidth usage of MDTP is between the average bandwidth usage of XCAST and IP multicast, where XCAST consumes 6% to 10% higher than MDTP. The average bandwidth usage of MDTP is higher than IP multicast because of greater size of packet header and the additional data rate contributed at the transient state. Meanwhile, the average bandwidth usage of MDTP with delegation mechanism is closer to the average bandwidth usage of IP multicast because it has no transient state. Figure 14 shows the simulation result of the average bandwidth usage for various mean duration of video transmission. The result is almost the same as in the previous result, except that when the duration of the video is set to 20 minutes, the bandwidth usage of XCAST will be almost twice. If the duration of the video transmission is getting longer and the average number of requests that come into the server is constant, then the average number of clients that are served by the server will increase. If the number of addresses permitted in an XCAST packet is restricted to a threshold value and the average number of clients at that time exceeds the the number of addresses permitted in an XCAST packet, then XCAST must send two identical streams with different list of addresses in each stream. Therefore, the average bandwidth usage of XCAST is doubled. Meanwhile, the average bandwidth usages of IP multicast and MDTP, including MDTP with delegation mechanism, increase slowly. Figure 15 shows the simulation result of the average bandwidth usage for various mean interval of request arrival. The average bandwidth usage of XCAST increases significantly when the requests from clients come to the server in a short interval. If the interval becomes shorter, the average number of clients becomes larger. Therefore, the average bandwidth usage of XCAST is doubled. Meanwhile, the average bandwidth usage of MDTP also depends on the interval of request arrival, but it will increase slowly as the interval becomes shorter. The increase is contributed by the the average data rate of the temporary stream in the transient state.
From those three results above, we can see that the data rate of the temporary stream in the transient state will affect the average bandwidth usage of MDTP. The average bandwidth usage of MDTP will increase faster than the average bandwidth usage of IP multicast and MDTP with delegation mechanism when the average number of clients increases. Therefore, we draw the effect of the duration of the transient state T to MDTP on Fig. 16 . The length of the duration mainly depends on the round trip time between the server and MDTP router. If the delay between the server and the MDTP router is small, then the duration is also small. The figure shows that the average bandwidth usage increment is almost constant at a specific mean interval of request arrival. But, the increment value increases when the interval of request arrival becomes shorter.
When the frame size m is shorter than 1500 bytes, e.g., in case of transmitting audio data, the simulation results on B IPM and B MDT P will not be affected. According to (1) and (2), B MDT P must be higher than B IPM . In case of XCAST, if the number of destination addresses allowed in the XCAST header is the same as the number that we used in the simulation above, then the simulation results will not changed. However, if the number of destination addresses in the XCAST header is allowed to be expanded to fulfill the maximum capacity of packet, then B XCAS T on Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 will climb up at different point of the horizontal axis.
In summary, Fig. 14 and Fig. 15 had shown that with the increasing number of clients, the average bandwidth usage of MDTP does not increase significantly. So, it is suitable for video broadcasting that potentially attracts a large number of audiences. However, based on Fig. 16 , the rate of increase depends on the duration of the transient state. Longer duration makes the average bandwidth usage of MDTP increases faster. To address this problem, we can delay a new transmission for a moment or until the redundant streams have been removed. Therefore, the bandwidth requirement can be bounded and consequently a large number of audiences can be served without heavily consuming the network bandwidth. Employing delegation mechanism in MDTP also can be considered because the average bandwidth usage of MDTP can be reduced and is close to the average bandwidth usage of IP multicast.
However, MDTP still has three issues that need to be resolved. First, MDTP router has to maintain the state of multicast channel in a multicast table. When the number of video server increases, the size of the table also increases. Therefore, the time required to search the table for each MDTP packet also will increase. A possible solution to this problem is by distributing the entries of the multicast table to other MDTP routers. The second issue is that there exists a possibility that the router will forward multiple identical streams to different destination addresses but through the same outgoing link, like at an edge router that has some clients connected to that router. If the number of clients is N, for example, then the router has to copy the incoming video stream into N video streams, and then send them through the same network link. Therefore, other mechanisms are needed to distribute the load of the router. To solve this problem, we can combine MDTP with other protocol, such end system multicast protocol. MDTP is applied at the backbone network, while end system multicast can be applied at the edge of the network that includes an edge router and a subset of clients. By this combination, the load of the edge router can be distributed to the clients. The third issue is the implementation of MDTP on the Internet routers, which have various implementations on handling IP packets. Those issues will be further investigated in our future work.
Conclusion
Multicast Datagram Transfer Protocol (MDTP), a multicast communication protocol for video broadcasting service, is proposed. MDTP uses unicast protocol to deliver the video stream to multiple clients simultaneously by utilizing IP Router Alert Option. A processing mechanism is installed in MDTP router to allow the router to terminate identical stream, to duplicate a stream, and to distribute the video stream to multiple destinations. When the MDTP router is installed with a delegation mechanism, MDTP router is also able to process requests from the clients, and serve them by sending out the requested stream. The use of IP Router Alert Option also makes MDTP as a network layer protocol, which can be deployed gradually without tunneling technique that is used in IP multicast and XCAST.
Simulation results show that a simple protocol can be made with the average bandwidth usage that is close to the average bandwidth usage of IP multicast that has more complex mechanism. The delegation mechanism in MDTP even can make MDTP to have the same properties as IP multicast, where the average bandwidth usage will only depend on the video data rate. The simulation results also show that MDTP will give greater efficiency than XCAST when the average number of clients at a time is large. Therefore, when IP multicast still has resistances to be deployed globally on the Internet, MDTP can be used as an alternative protocol to add multicast support for video broadcasting service.
However, MDTP still has three issues that need to be resolved. First, MDTP router has to maintain the state of multicast channel in a multicast table. When the number of video server increases, the size of the table also increases. A possible solution to this problem is by distributing the entries of the multicast table to other MDTP routers. The second issue is that there exists a possibility that the router will forward multiple identical streams to different destination addresses but through the same outgoing link, like at an edge router that has some clients connected to that router. To solve this problem, we can combine MDTP with other protocol, such end system multicast protocol. By this combination, the load of the edge router can be distributed to the clients. The third issue is the implementation of MDTP on the Internet routers, which have various implementations on handling IP packets. Those issues will be further investigated in our future work.
